Display your satellite phone number - Turn the phone on by pressing and holding the Pwr (power) key, extend the antenna into the vertical position and press the info key.

My Satellite Phone Number is

Making a Satellite call

1. Rotate the satellite antenna so that it points straight up at the sky. Press and hold the Pwr (power) key to turn the phone on.

   Once you see the icon appear in the display, you are now ready to make your call using Standard North American Dialing.

2. Press the SEND key

3. Press the END key to terminate the call

Answering a Satellite call

1. In order to receive a call in satellite mode, the power must be on and the antenna extended with an unobstructed view of the sky.

   When the phone indicates an incoming call with a ring, flashing indicator or “Incoming call” flashing on the display screen - press SEND to receive the call.

2. Press END to terminate the call

   Remember: The Globalstar phone offers the added benefit of cellular capability. When in cellular range, the phone can function as a cellular phone in both AMPS and CDMA modes. Cellular service activation is required.

Making Domestic Calls

To make a call from your satellite phone, turn the power on, rotate the antenna, and dial:

1 - the area code - phone number and press send

Hold the phone so that the antenna is pointing skyward.

Making International Calls

When making international calls, press and hold down the 0 number key until a + sign appears in the display (the international access code will be dialed automatically), then dial the country code - city code - local number.

Dial: (press & hold the 0 key for the +)
+ country code - city code - local phone number

Note: This short cut method for international dialing operates while roaming to any country with Globalstar service, and its use is strongly recommended.

To call a Globalstar phone from a landline or cellular phone

Dial: 1 - the 10-digit Globalstar phone number

Placing calls between Globalstar phones

Dial: 1 - the 10-digit Globalstar phone number of the person you are calling.

Remember that both phones need to be turned on, and both antennas deployed, in order for them to receive your call. ( icon should appear in the upper right side on the display.)